403P Series External Cooling Station
Streamlined Industrial AM Workflow for Maximized Productivity

TECHNICAL DATA
Application

External Cooling Station for
403P Series with controlled
cooldown

External Dimension
(L x W x H)

(34.6 x 18.8 x 47.2 in)

Net Weight

45 kg

Power Supply

200-240V (line to line), 6A,
50/60Hz, single phase

Inert Gas Protection

Nitrogen

Recommended Inert
Gas Consumption in
Process

15 L/min

Recommended
Pressure in Process

0.4 MPa

880 x 480 x 1200 mm

(99.2 lb)

FEATURES
The Farsoon 403P Series External Cooling Station offers efficient
cooling and maximizes production yield at the same time. It is
designated for cooling the build cylinder part cake right after
printing job completion for continuous workflow, removing the need
for long cool down time inside the main system.
The External Cooling Station process is protected under a
controlled inert gas atmosphere for uniform cooling of the powder
cake, ensuring optimal finished part surface, color, size accuracy
and performance.
The users can further optimize the Cooling process by controlling
the consumption of Nitrogen and cooling time to suit the application
needs.
Many factors may affect the performance characteristics of products. We recommend that you make tests to
determine the suitability of a product for your particular purpose prior to use. Farsoon makes no warranties
of any type, express or implied, including but not limited to, the warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular use. This also applies regarding the consideration of possible intellectual property rights as well
as laws and regulations. Farsoon reserves the right to change the technical data without notice. Farsoon,
Buildstar, Makestar are registered trademarks of Farsoon Technologies. Last Change: 2020-11-03
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